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1. Purpose 

Prior to this effort, Radiologists at UWMC & HMC had 2 distinct ways that they went about 
peer reviewing each other’s diagnostic reports.  Radiologists at UWMC logged into the ACR 
website, and that’s where they did their peer review.  At HMC, Radiologists used Nuance 
PowerScribe360’s built-in peer review facility.  In this effort, stakeholders came together, 
consulted and agreed to use a single unified peer review process. 

Stakeholders chose to use Nuance PowerScribe360’s built-in peer review facility.  
Radiologists’ diagnostic reports are reviewed and verified in PS360, and are then sent 
electronically directly to the ACR (American College of Radiology). 

2. Use PeerReview in PS360 

In the course of pursuing this effort, stakeholders have chosen to do Manual Peer Reviews – 
not Automated Peer Review.  For using PeerReview in PS360, there are 2 basic use cases.  
They’re discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2 below.  And PeerReview in PS360 has 2 principal 
actors:  Reviewer and Verifier. 
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2.1 Review Diagnostic Report 
On the PS360 Client, after opening an exam, on the Prior Reports tab, Radiologist has a 
button “Peer Review”. 
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Clicking “Peer Review” button launches “Peer Review” dialog.  Radiologist chooses a score 
from 1 to 4.  Score of 1 is best while score of 4 is worst.  Clicking OK files the review for 
verification. 
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2.2 Verify the Review 
One or more clinicians have to assume the role of verifying the peer reviews that have been 
previously filed.  As of this writing, Dr. James Fink and Dr. Bruce Lehnert are designated 
Verifiers.  

Clinician logs into the PS360 Admin Portal and verifies the Peer Reviews.   

In PS360 Admin Portal, on the main menu:  Setup > Exams > Peer Reviews, Verifier is 
presented with a list of peer reviews that need to be verified. 
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For each review, Verifier clicks Actions then Verify. 

 

Verifier is then presented with the “Verify Peer Review” dialog.  To send the verified peer 
review to the ACR, check the “Send to ACR” checkbox. 

Verifier clicks on Verify button to finish verifying the review and send the review to ACR. 

 

2.3 Reviewer’s Workflow 
This section aims to explain how Reviewers interact with PeerReview in the PS360 Workflow 
in the real world. 
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Each Faculty (ARNP/PA/Radiologist) is mandated to do 5 peer reviews per day.  Suggested 
process is to peer review first 5 cases of the day that have prior reports. 

Other ways that Faculty might do peer review: 

 Faculty reading alone may choose a prior study to peer review. 

 Faculty reading with resident under their own PS360 login may choose a prior 
study to peer review. 

 Faculty signing in RIS may choose a prior study to peer review. 

In a nutshell, the Reviewer’s Workflow can be summarized as follows. 

1. In the course of dictating an exam, reviewing, or signing an exam, 
2. Faculty can opt to view a prior report. 
3. Faculty can opt Peer Review the prior report. 

 

 

2.4 Verifier’s Workflow 
This section aims to explain how Verifiers interact with PeerReview in the PS360 Workflow in 
the real world. 
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After a Reviewer scores a prior exam on the Peer Review dialog and clicks OK, the review is not 
automatically sent to ACR. 

 

Sending records to ACR is under the full control and discretion of Verifiers.  Radiologists use the PS360 
Client to dictate diagnostic reports.  However, there’s also the PS360 Admin Portal.  To verify exams 
and/or manage sending verified reviews to ACR, Verifiers login to PS360 Admin Portal.   

Then on the main menu, Exams > Peer Reviews, Verifier can see a list of peer reviews that need to be 
verified.  We can think of this as the Verifier’s worklist. 

 

For each review, Verifier clicks Actions > Verify, Verifier is then presented with the Verify Peer Review 
dialog. 

If Verifier leaves “Send to ACR” unchecked, the verified review is not sent to ACR.   
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Verified review will appear in the Pending Reviews list.  However, its “ACR Transfer” column will be 
blank since the verified review hasn’t been sent to ACR. 

 

After consensus case review, Verifier can select reviews en masse via their checkboxes on the 
left.  Verifier clicks “Send to ACR” to electronically send the reviews to ACR. 
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 After sent to ACR, review’s “ACR Transfer” will be populated with the date that the review was sent. 

 

  

Regarding reviewing previously uploaded ACR data,  

PS360 Admin Portal maintains records of what was reviewed.  So they will be available to 
Verifiers. 

And even if review has already been sent to ACR, Verifier can change the rating, update the 
verification and resend the review to ACR. 
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